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Abstract
Determining the authenticity of a painting is not an easy task.

First, distinguishing fake paintings from originals is challenging,
and often even art experts cannot reliably identify forgeries. Coun-
terfeiters can also create spurious documentation to support the

“authenticity” of fake paintings. In this work, we present work to-
ward CanvasChain, a system for authenticating/tracking paintings
that uses a blockchain in combination with a robust hash of the
crack patterns (craquelure) on the surface of paintings. The ro-
bust hash is used as a painting’s fingerprint, which is used in a
blockchain to validate and authenticate the painting. We present
an initial realization of CanvasChain using a robust hash based on
the BRISK feature descriptor and the neo blockchain, which sup-
ports smart contracts for basic required transactions. We present
results from tests conducted on the proposed system to assess both
the robust hash and the blockchain. Cost estimates obtained from
the prototype realization indicate that the system is cost effective:
e.g. it costs approximately US $1.85 to register a painting and
benefit from the blockchain. As future work, we identify additional
components required to make CanvasChain a full-fledged solution.

Introduction
It is understandable that someone without experience in art

can end up buying a fake artwork. However, even in places like
museums, forged paintings have been found. For example, in the
Museé Terrus (Elne, France), there were 142 artworks being dis-
played from which 82 were forgeries (with an estimated economic
damage of US $190,000) [1]. An exhibition, in the Palazzo Ducale
(Genoa, Italy), was also showcasing fake paintings, where it was
determined that among 21 paintings only one was authentic [2].
The artwork was declared as original because it had provenance;
that is, documents showing the painting’s history of transactions.

The presence/absence of provenance can alter drastically the
value of an artwork. In fact, there are services available dedicated
to authenticate pieces of art. For instance, the International Foun-
dation for Art Research offers an authentication research service
for US $3000 (basic fee) [3]. Nonetheless, counterfeiters can also
create artificial provenance. For example, a criminal was caught
selling false paintings that had spurious documentation, which
made the paintings appear “authentic” [4]. Thus, authenticating an
artwork can be challenging.

Alternatives to traditional artwork authentication and prove-
nance management have been proposed. In particular, ArtChain [5]
uses the Bitcoin blockchain to provide provenance for the chain-
of-ownership. The approach, however, has the limitation that there
is no authentication of the artwork itself. The Blockchain Art Col-

lective (BAC) uses a physical certificate of authenticity (COA) [6],
which can be attached to an artwork, and the provenance manage-
ment is handled by a permissioned private blockchain [7–9]. Users
can interact with a COA to register or verify the originality of an
artwork. However, BAC authenticates the COAs and not the art-
works themselves. On the other hand, the work in [10], presented
an image processing based method to authenticate paintings via
craquelure pattern matching. A craquelure pattern is the crack
structure formed in the surface of materials and the term usually
refers to the fine cracks on the surface of a painting. The approach
was shown to be robust for authentication but it does not offer any
provenance management.

To accomplish the objective of providing a secure and veri-
fiable record of the transactions dealing with the sale/transfer of
paintings, we introduce CanvasChain. CanvasChain combines a ro-
bust craquelure hash for authentication of the actual paining with a
blockchain protocol for managing provenance. CanvasChain takes
advantages of the discrimination capability of craquelure patterns
to link a user with the actual physical painting in a blockchain.
Additionally, by using a blockchain smart contract, CanvasChain al-
lows the execution of various transactions for a painting, which get
recorded in a secure and verifiable manner. A prototype is devel-
oped using the neo blockchain [11] where smart contract functions
provide the ability to register, query, transfer ownership, and/or
remove a painting in the blockchain. We estimated CanvasChain
costs of operation by testing the CanvasChain smart contract in
a private blockchain setting and found that the registration fee is
around US $1.85, which should allow users to register multiple
paintings (over a wide range of price points) in CanvasChain.

The structure of the rest of the paper is as follows. In the
following section, we present CanvasChain and describe its com-
ponents, including the proposed hash, the blockchain protocol
and details of the prototype implementation. We discuss desired
features for a more full-featured version of CanvasChain in the
following section before concluding the paper in the final section.

CanvasChain

We present in Fig. 1 the elements that constitute CanvasChain.
That is, the integration of craquelure based physical validation
with a blockchain protocol for transactions, which also handles
the provenance management. We describe both components in the
following subsections.
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Figure 1: CanvasChain overview. Developed for paintings that ex-
hibit craquelure patterns, CanvasChain has two main components.
The computation of a robust hash for paintings and a blockchain
transactions protocol. The hash acts as a fingerprint that con-
nects the physical painting to the digital world of blockchain. The
protocol offers users the ability to validate and trade paintings
while benefit from the security and provenance management of
blockchain.

Proposed Hash & Painting Authentication
There are various image hashing methods that work well for

general purpose applications [12–14]. Nonetheless, these robust
perceptual hashes have trouble distinguishing between similar
paintings. Thus, we propose a hash that particularly exploits the
discrimination ability of the craquelure patterns [10, 15].

We first extract the craquelure pattern from the image of a
painting via morphological operations. Specifically, we use the ap-
proach from [16] (originally used for retinal vessel extraction). We
proceed to normalize the scale of the extracted craquelure image,
which is common in other image hashing methods to gain robust-
ness against changes in scale, while preserving the original aspect
ratio. To find the unique features in the craquelure pattern, we use
a feature detector. Once the features have been found, we apply
a descriptor to represent each feature of the craquelure pattern in
a compact format. In the present work, we use the binary robust
invariant scalable keypoints (BRISK) detector/descriptor [17] be-
cause of its performance and low computational complexity [18].
Additionally, BRISK determines how reliable the feature points
are and assigns a robust value to each descriptor.

The proposed robust hash combines the BRISK descriptors
(based on their robustness) into a single integer vector. Specifically,
we compute the center of mass of the descriptors, i.e.
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where I is the number of descriptors obtained by BRISK from the
extracted craquelure image; J is the number of elements (length)
of each descriptor; x j is the jth element of a descriptor; [·] is the
rounding operation and mi is the mass of the ith descriptor. In our
context, the mass is the robustness value determined by BRISK.
Therefore, the proposed hash is a vector of integers with length J in
which each element have a value in the range [0,255]. The hash’s
robustness relies on the high number of unique features found in
the craquelure. An overview for the proposed hash computation is
shown in Fig. 2.

We authenticate a painting based on hash similarity. The
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Figure 2: Proposed robust hash computation overview. Given an
image of a painting, the first step is to extract its craquelure pattern
via morphological operations and normalize its scale. BRISK is
then used on the craquelure image to locate features and compute
their descriptors. Lastly, the proposed robust hash is obtained by
calculating the center of mass of the descriptors and rounding the
result.

process is illustrated in Fig. 3. Specifically, the Manhattan distance
d between a pair of hashes is computed and compared against a
decision threshold τ to decide whether or not to declare a match.
This distance was chosen based on the type of the elements in
the hash (8 bit integers) and the computation capability of the
blockchain (see details in the next section).
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Figure 3: Painting authentication. The authentication is based on
similarity between hashes. In specific, the Manhattan distance d is
computed and compared against a decision threshold τ to declare
if the images of two paintings are a match or a non-match.

Blockchain Transactions Protocol
In this first iteration of CanvasChain, the registration, sta-

tus query, ownership transfer and deletion of a painting from
the blockchain are part of the CanvasChain protocol of transac-
tions. All paintings’ transactions are stored and protected in the
blockchain. A smart contract, which we also call CanvasChain,
manages and enforces the protocol of transactions. In the following
subsections we present the details for each operation.

Registration
The registration transaction allows a user to associate a phys-

ical painting to the blockchain and become its owner. The reg-
istration requires the user to take a photo of a painting (for the
robust hash computation) and provide the user’s address. The latter
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identifies a user in the blockchain and is created/managed by a
software, which is known as a wallet. Additionally, the user can
provide additional information of the painting during the registra-
tion, e.g. name, author, etc. The communication between users
and the blockchain is handled by the CanvasChain client. The
client computes the robust craquelure hash and combines it with
the painting information to create a data array for the blockchain.
Once the data array is received by the CanvasChain smart con-
tract, the transaction is determined and the user identity is verified
(to block unauthorized transactions if needed). Then, a search is
made in the blockchain to check that the painting is not already
registered. A successful registration transaction stores the painting
information, including the robust hash, in the blockchain and links
it to the user who performed the registration. The registration
process is shown in Fig. 4, which includes an overview of the
CanvasChain client/smart contract.
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Figure 4: Registration transaction example. (a) Alice registers
painting α by using her CanvasChain client and wallet (application
that creates/manages blockchain ids); (b) the client allows Alice to
communicate with the blockchain, computes the robust craquelure
hash and prepares a data array for the blockchain, which indicates
the transaction and painting information (e.g. name); (c) the data
array is received by the CanvasChain smart contract, which is de-
ployed in the blockchain. Once the transaction is initiated, then
the user identity is verified (to prevent unauthorized operations).
After checking that the painting is not already registered, Alice is
registered as the owner in CanvasChain. *Note: painting authenti-
cation is performed instead of a search for the other transactions
of the protocol.

Status Query
The status query performs painting authentication and re-

ports the painting’s current status in the blockchain (regis-
tered/unregistered). Users only need to compute the robust hash
of a painting and provide the search parameter (e.g., name) to
perform this transaction.

Ownership Transfer
This transaction changes the ownership of a painting from

one user to another, enables the sale of paintings. Fig. 5 illustrates
the transaction between two parties (buyer/seller) that get together
for the sale. The buyer uses the status query to authenticate the
painting, check its provenance and verifies that the seller actually
owns the painting. Then, the transfer of the painting is initiated,
subject to a payment and only proceeds if the seller takes the
payment, in the same blockchain transaction. Finally, after the
payment and ownership transfer transactions have been posted in
the blockchain, the seller gives the painting to the buyer.
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Figure 5: Ownership transfer example (sale). (a) The buyer (Bob)
and seller (Alice), who brings painting α to be traded, get together
to start the transaction; (b) Bob verifies the identity of Alice as
the owner of painting α and gets access to the provenance of
the painting; (c) the ownership transfer is conditioned on Alice
accepting a payment from Bob, which is managed/enforced by the
CanvasChain smart contract; (d) Once the payment and ownership
transfer transactions have been processed and recorded in the
blockchain, then Alice gives painting α to Bob.

Update/Delete
An update/delete transaction is implemented to allow Can-

vasChain to handle variations in the craquelure pattern. The
crack patterns change over time depending on different condi-
tions (weather, age, etc.). Thus, it is possible for a painting’s hash
to change and be significantly different than when it was registered.
The update/delete transaction allows users delete an outdated hash
and register the painting with an updated hash.

Experimental Settings & Results
We performed a test to assess the authentication performance

of the proposed hash by capturing 20 images of 8 different paint-
ings from a museum that were still on display (i.e. in an uncon-
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trolled environment). The images have a resolution of 4656×3492
pixels and were encoded in JPEG format at a quality factor of
95. Following the approach used for assessing performance for
human fingerprint verification [19], the authentication is assessed
by plotting the False Acceptance Rate (FAR) and False Rejection
Rate (FRR) as the decision threshold τ is varied. In our context,
the FAR indicates the probability of a false acceptance, which
happens when different paintings’ images produce hashes that are
declared a match. The FRR is the probability of a false rejection,
i.e. images from the same painting generate hashes that are de-
clared a non-match. The tests results, shown in Fig. 6, demonstrate
that the proposed hash can achieve an FAR = 0 with FRR = 0.36
at a threshold τ = 155.

FAR

FRR

FA
R

/F
R

R

Distance Threshold (  )

Figure 6: Proposed hash performance. The plot shows the trade-off
between the false acceptance rate (FAR) and the false rejection
rate (FRR) as a function of the decision threshold τ .

We chose the neo blockchain to implement and test the Can-
vasChain smart contract [11]. The transactions and processes
of CanvasChain are defined as functions in the smart contract
with the exception of the payment logic, which is not yet im-
plemented. The user authentication function is already available
for neo smart contracts. The painting authentication consists in
computing the Manhattan distance and comparing the results with
the decision threshold τ (both performed in the neo blockchain).
We use the Manhattan distance because the square root opera-
tion is not supported in neo smart contracts. To estimate costs
of operation, we deployed the CanvasChain smart contract in the
neo-privatenet [20] and tested it by using neo-python [21]. The
former is a private network of the neo blockchain and the latter is
composed of a software developer kit (SDK) for smart contracts;
a node that communicates with the private network of the neo
blockchain and a basic wallet application. We found that the costs
of the registration, status query, ownership transfer and delete are
1.62, 1.864, 2.939 and 1.991 GAS, respectively. GAS is the neo’s
blockchain token used to pay fees associated with the use of the
blockchain resources (e.g. smart contract operations) [22]. The
price of GAS is not fixed, e.g. 1 GAS costs US $1.137 according
to Cryptocompare [23]. Thus, it costs about US $1.85 to register
a painting in CanvasChain and benefit from blockchain’s security
and provenance management.

Discussion
The work we present in this paper represents a proof-of-

concept preliminary demonstration of the CanvasChain capabilities.

In our limited tests, the rather simple hash that we propose can
provide authentication. While the FRR is high, that may not
pose a particularly big concern because the actual owners are
likely to be cooperative rather than antagonistic and can be both
guided in the craquelure capture process by the CanvasChain client
application and can perform repeat attempts for authentication, for
example, assuming independent tries, the FRR at the third attempt
is estimated to be ≈ 0.047. In future work, we aim to improve the
hash and to also add new elements to the blockchain smart contract
for making CanvasChain a more complete solution. For instance,
lending a painting is common specially among museums and at
the moment it is not supported because the ownership transfer is
absolute. Additionally, the current option to update a painting’s
hash is not adequate because the provenance for the paintings
gets divided (each update requires a new registration) and thus the
next version of CanvasChain requires a better update functionality.
The implementation of the payment logic is crucial to make a
CanvasChain viable authentication and provenance management
solution. Finally, while our current solution aims to integrate
both the authentication and provenance management within the
blockchain itself, it would also be of interest to explore alternative
architectures where the authentication is performed in a separate
secure environment, and therefore less subject to the constraints of
the limited number of operations available in a typical blockchain.

Conclusions
This paper introduced a preliminary version of CanvasChain

that combines robust-hash based physical authentication and
blockchain provenance management. The former is achieved by
exploiting the discrimination power of craquelure pattern (pattern
of cracks on the surface of a painting) with a BRISK based robust
hash while the latter is accomplished by a blockchain transactions
protocol, which is enforced and manage with a smart contract.
Using our rather simple proposed hash, we found promising re-
sults for authentication; with a suitable decision threshold the hash
achieved zero false acceptance probability with a 36% false re-
jection probability. We also presented a CanvasChain’s proof of
concept in a private network of the neo blockchain. The estimated
cost of registering a painting within CanvasChain is a fairly modest
US $1.85, significantly below prices for current art appreciation
services (even if additional/guided captures are required). The
work shows how blockchain solutions can substantially lower the
cost while simultaneously improving the traceability and valida-
tion of the provenance of paintings with craquelure. Additional
enhancements of the proposed hash, the blockchain transactions
protocol and smart contract functionality (e.g. payment system)
are topics for further investigation and development.
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